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In MFL we aim to foster a learning 
environment supporting students to 
become global citizens. 

Our use of cultural resources helps 
to bring the language to life in 
the classroom, creating cultural 
experiences for all. 



In year 9, students build on their 
previous knowledge by exploring a 
range of topics designed to further 
advance their skills and ignite their 
curiosity for cultural understanding. 
Our curriculum offers opportunities 
for students to strengthen their 
listening, reading, speaking and 
writing skills, to ensure students  
can deepen their understanding of 
essential vocabulary and structures. 
In year 9 some topics we cover are;

Cinema
Students study key vocabulary based 
around films and cinema. Lessons 
are dedicated to learning essential 
vocabulary and structures designed to 
enable them to develop their opinions 
on the film.

Past and Future Weekend Plans
This topic helps students to advance 
their understanding of grammar and 
tenses by developing their knowledge 
of in past, present and future, linked to 
the topic of weekend plans. This is a vital 
stepping stone to help students succeed 
in the GCSE language course.

The MFL curriculum is designed to empower students to draw maximum 
ŋǰƖǨǰǔĮƖʉ˃ǑřǔǜƭơĮƖ˃ĮơŒ˃řŋƭơƭƟžŋ˃ŊřơřɄǨ˃űǔƭƟ˃ǨŹř˃ǔƭƖř˃ƭű˃ŲƖƭŊĮƖ˃ŋžǨžșřơǜŹžǑʎ˃

Through oracy skills, expansion of vocabulary and literacy we aim 
Ǩƭ˃řơĮŊƖř˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃Ǩƭ˃ŋƭƟƟǰơžŋĮǨř˃ŋƭơɄŒřơǨƖȏ˃žơ˃Į˃ȉžŒř˃ǔĮơŲř˃ƭű˃
social settings. In KS3 we believe that our curriculum and enrichment 
content promote a seamless transition into the GCSE language course.                                                                                                                                          

The MFL curriculum is sequenced to allow knowledge and skills to develop 
simultaneously and progressively. By revisiting and enhancing key language 
ǜƓžƖƖǜ˃žơ˃ŒžȿřǔřơǨ˃ǜřǨǨžơŲǜ˃ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ŒřȈřƖƭǑ˃ǨŹřžǔ˃ĮŊžƖžǨȏ˃Ǩƭ˃ǔřŋĮƖƖʉ˃ĮơĮƖȏǜř˃ĮơŒ˃
evaluate usage and at the same time build independence and resilience.
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The MFL Way
At WPT we’re always looking for feedback. If you have 
any thoughts/opinions on this Curriculum Newsletter, 
its content or the curriculum in general, please scan 
the QR code to fill out a short feedback form.

Have your say!


